Join in or come and show Solidarity to the Country in Crisis Convoy. To Help Protect Walmadan from Gas and Mining Projects.

Many stages to join in depending on your location:

**STAGE ONE: SYDNEY – (5.15AM)** Kuradji/Sandon Point (Dawn Smoking Ceremony) to Martin Place Sydney: 5.15am - Uncle Dootch from Kuradji/Sandon Point tent embassy as agreed to give the convoy an East Coast dawn ceremony to help the convoy cross country.

**STAGE TWO: SYDNEY (8AM)** – Sydney to Newcastle T4 Terminal Blockade: Assembly at Occupy Sydney (cnr Martin Place and Elizabeth St) for Rally and Convoy Departure.

**STAGE THREE NEWCASTLE:** T4 TERMINAL TO FULLERTON COVE for Solidarity with Stop CSG Fullerton Cove Community

https://www.facebook.com/stopcsgfullertoncove?fref=ts

**STAGE FOUR FULLERTON COVE:** FULLERTON COVE TO GLOUCESTER – OVERNIGHT STAY

**STAGE FIVE GLOUCESTER (April 21st):** GLOUCESTER TO LEARD STATE FOREST

**STAGE SIX LEARD FOREST:** Leard Forest to Nullabor; Kalgoorlie; Wiluna; Birrup, Walmadan *(CALL JEAN ON 0427 654 069 FOR STAGE 6 INFORMATION)*

Further Information regarding Walmadan and event:
https://www.facebook.com/events/350841308354112/?ref=14

http://kimberleydirectaction.wordpress.com/


http://www.twitter.com/occupySYDNEY